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ABSTRACT

We consider classical solutions for the strong gravity theory of

Salem and Strethdee in a wider class of metrics vith positive, zero and negative

curvature. It turns out that such solutions exist and their relevance for

quark confinement is explored. Only metrics with positive curvature (spherical

symmetry) give a confining potential in a simple picture of the scalar hadron.

This supports the idea of describing the hadron as a closed micro-universe of the

strong metric.
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We shall discuss Strong Gravity Theory [ i l when both (g and f)

metrics admit the same three parameter con 11 nous group of root lorr, descri-

bed by infinitesimal generators $*. ( ^ -

and the matrix H • / $ • « 9 Is of rank two

0, 1, 2, 3, ; a - 1, 2, 3, )

/ $ • « 9 Is of rank two so that the minimum invariant

varieties are two dimensional surfaces of constant curvature. The three

cases corresponding to positive, fcero and negative curvature w i l l be con-

sidered. The f i rst possibility corresponds to a spherically symmetric

metric and its genera! solution (both for f and g metrics) has been

found ( £ ] . For a parttculare case (taking guv - fpt> ) the possibility

of having quark confinement In the background f matrlcs was. anal I zed

CQ. The analysis Is applied to our case In Section I I I . Exact solutions

for the three cases are found In Section I I . In Section I the mentioned

symnetrtes are brifely described and their associated line elements In

their most general form are deduced from the k i l l ing equations.
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I The symetries and associated metrics

It follows directly from the killing equation

It Is well known that the most general form of the sperlcally

symmetric line element is given by =o

J *• C t "~9 P
(i.D

t h a t t h e TOSt 9 e n e r a l t h I s 1s

a t
with usual Interpretation of t , r 8 and as radial coordinates.

Consider the case of the two dimensional minimum Invariant varie-

ties of zero curvature. A space-time Is said to be plane symmetric i f

i t admits the three parameter group generated by the transformations

4 U

The Infinitesimal generators of the group are

\0

* See for example S. Welnberg "Gravitation",

-3 -

(1.2)

(1.3)

)sl=
(1.5)

In the same way if the infinitesimal generators of the group are given liy

i(?U*)i
(1.6)

that Is to say when the minimum Invariant varieties of the three parameter

group are two dimensional surfaces of negative curvature, give the line

element

-u-
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The expreslon (1.1), (1.5) and (1.7) can be summarised In the line element

with F, > » sln2y, 1 and

(1.6)
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II Field equations

The field equations for the f and g taetrica are [2]

(ii.D

with the tensor 1», given by

(11.2)

and they follow from the f- g Lagranglan

(11.3)
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We shall search for exact solutions of these equations In the case

the metric coefficients depend only on one variable (kind of

solltonlc solution). Choosing this coordinate to be x, the f mini

g metrtcs are given by

( l l . l t )

By appropriate coordinate transformations we can slmpl 1 fy the above expressions,

we should keep In mind that such transformations must be performed simultaneosly

on both metrics In order to preserve the Invarlance of the theory.

we canIf one defines UT

write the f and g metrics as

d£= -2. J
7* t

(11.5)

The non-zero components of the curvature are

- ftC* %- &J; &******

-T-
( 1 1 . 6 )

wtth

(n .

prime and dot meaning x and y derivation respectively. Also we have

(M.7)

the
The components of the g metrics are obtained by/simple rep I acemenu A - » <

B-*f , C-#f , D-^Q in (11.6).

Evaluation of the components of the tensors T«r and TI^I gives

(11.8)
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where

(It.8')

It can be immediately seen fron the relatton »' -I/Ij..lg«kj' that
01 HO1

0 -0 or B - 2/3x . Following the previous work JJJ we shall take the

second possibility B - 2/3x ,

Further simplification Is achlved noticing that the relations

T? » 0 and A T I . ,_f • 0 hold. When the former relation Is
uu . 1 1 UD + CT.|

written In terms of (11.6) as well as the latter, these relation*Imply

e/f1 « const, and ^ - const, (also N Is constant). We make the choice

1 for simplicity. After some manipulation one gets the equations

(11.9)

The solution of the first one is

( 1 1 . 1 0 )

-9-

9.

and , together w i t h ( 1 1 . 1 2 ) , ve ob ta in

* * L ' -
til.15)

So the r e l a t i o n s ( 1 1 . 1 0 ) , ( I I . 1 2 ) and (11.15) represent a complete set

o f exact s o l u t i o n s o f the f i e l d equat ions ( 1 1 . 1 ) .
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where A. is a constant given by

(ii.ii)

and ĵ jJt Is an Integration constant.

Analogously (/firj is found to be

(11.12)

with the constant -A. given by

(11.13)

and Mf is another Integration constant. From the second equation In

(11.9) and (11.10) we get

(II.TO

I I DISCUSSION

It has been proposed D3 that hadron can be interpreted as

closed micro-unI verse*generated by the strong f-gravity metric. The

geodesies associated with the f-matrlc may provide a clue to understan-

ding confinement In hadron physics. For that purpose we shall be concen-

trating on the possibility of having confining potentials In the case

of our solution (11.10).

To simplify calculations let us put the f metric in diagonal

form by performing a coordinate transformation given by

(111.I)

The f matric turns out to be

(III.2)

In order to consider a possible confinement let us solve a Kletn-

Gordon equation In the background f matric. Since our analysis will be

only qualitative we are considering a scalar hadron although the realistic

Olrac equation can be exatly solved G O In f metric (in the case of

spherlcaly symmetric metric).
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The Klein-Gordon equation

(ill.3)

By a suitable change of variable tl*' Ust : bqUBtion in (111.6) can te put in

the SchSdinger form

turns out to be

J-

We can separate variables by writing

and the resulting equations are

(Nt.'t)

(HI.5)

cL * x* C

(Ml.6)
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{IN.7)

with the potential given by

(III.7')

This SchrSdlnger-type equation for the radial part can be (at

least) studied qualitatively to took /the" existence of bound states leading

to (total or partial) quark confinement.

In the solution (11.10) we take kt • 0 and A* f~- Since we have

different choices for the constants £ and /I the following possibilities

arise:

a) S ^ ' an(* £{f I a n d A have-flifferen*»sigft.- The potential is given by

t

-lU-
(lii.8)



b) m d and A sane sign. ̂  potential is

(III.9)

C->o

(II1,10)

As it Is obvious from this qualitative analysis the only potential that

rises Infinitely and thus can give rise to discrete eigenvalues of the

radtal solution ts (I 11.8) with positive sign (I.e. £ - 1 and AVu).lt

turns out that this Is exactly the potential obtained In ref. C Q where

the explicit solutions for the eigenvalues can be found.

So, although the exact classical solutions exist in the wider

class of metrics (1.8) only the metric with positive curvature can give «-

confining potential In this simple picture and the idea of having hadrons

as closed mlcrouniverses of strong gravity ts strongly supported. The

metrics with negative and zero curvature (opened and flat universes) can

produce no confining potential. Besides, it follows that the choice of

parameters relevant to confining potential (111.8) automatically giveaC>0

and there can be no radiation in the senje of Havking [?]. In ref. 33]

radiation Is avoided by a special Choice of parameters that turns out

to be the only possibility.

This analysis leeks the presence of color that is naturaly incorpo-

rated In the theory of strong Interaction (QCD). However, the study of the

f-g theory with color, either In the simple SU^i formftl or in the more

general form incorporating Weyl symmetry £Q showed the change of f

metric of order 1/r . This term Is I relevant for long distance behaviour

where confinement occurs and spin 1 gauge bosons are relevant to distinguish

from qq states.

-15-
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